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Local Thermal Equilibrium States and
Quantum Energy Inequalities
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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the energy distribution of states of a
linear scalar quantum field with arbitrary curvature coupling on a curved
spacetime which fulfill some local thermality condition. We find that this
condition implies a quantum energy inequality for these states, where the
(lower) energy bounds depend only on the local temperature distribution
and are local and covariant (the dependence of the bounds other than on
temperature is on parameters defining the quantum field model, and on local
quantities constructed from the spacetime metric). Moreover, we also establish
the averaged null energy condition (ANEC) for such locally thermal states,
under growth conditions on their local temperature and under conditions on
the free parameters entering the definition of the renormalized stress-energy
tensor. These results hold for a range of curvature couplings including the
cases of conformally coupled and minimally coupled scalar field.

1. Introduction

One of the problems in quantum field theory is that the space of states is enormous,
and that it is difficult to establish criteria which single out the states of interest in
various physical situations. While this problem is met only in a mild form when
considering quantum fields on Minkowski spacetime, it becomes quite pressing
when trying to combine quantum field theory and gravity. A situation where this
is predominant is quantum field theory in curved spacetime, where quantized mat-
ter fields propagate on a classical background spacetime which may be curved, and
where the spacetime metric is not stationary – spacetimes of Friedman–Robertson–
Walker type, for instance, are of particular interest in this context as they are sim-
ple models for cosmological scenarios. In trying to model the conditions of the early
stages of the universe, one would like to distinguish quantum field states which
are, at least locally, not too far from thermal equilibrium, and for which one can
assign, at least locally, a temperature. It is not at all easy to arrive at a meaningful
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concept of temperature for states of a quantum field on a generic spacetime since
the (global) notion of temperature makes reference to a global inertial frame, and
that is not available in the presence of spacetime curvature. Another manifesta-
tion of this circumstance is the observer-dependence of the concepts of particle and
temperature, as illustrated by the Fulling–Unruh, and related effects [23,24,37].

Nevertheless, following a proposal by Buchholz, Ojima and Roos [9] and fur-
ther investigated in [8,10], it is possible to introduce a covariant concept of states
which, at given points x in spacetime, look like thermal equilibrium states with
respect to a certain set, Sx, of reference-observables. Such states are called local
thermal equilibrium (LTE) states with respect to Sx. While there is some leeway
in the determination of Sx, it is important that Sx does not contain observables
which are sensitive to flux-like quantities, but instead observables which corre-
spond, in the situation of global thermal equilibrium states defined with respect
to an inertial frame (in the absence of spacetime curvature), to intensive ther-
mal quantities. For a (scalar) quantum field φ(x), typical elements of Sx are the
Wick-square : φ2 : (x) of the field and its so-called “balanced derivatives”. We will
discuss the concept of LTE states further in the next section. However, it is im-
portant to mention that for an LTE state ω of the massless linear scalar field on a
generic (globally hyperbolic) spacetime, the expectation value of the Wick-square
of the field at any spacetime point x,

T2(x) =
〈

: φ2 : (x)
〉

ω
≡ ω

(
: φ2 : (x)

)
(1)

equals, up to a constant, the square of the absolute temperature of the state at x.
(A similar statement holds for the linear scalar field with positive mass parameter.)

Quite clearly, the local thermodynamic properties of states are linked with
the local energetic properties of states, and investigation of that relation is the
topic of the present article. A quantity of prominent interest in quantum field
theory in curved spacetime – and with relevance to questions in cosmology – is the
expectation value of the stress-energy tensor, 〈Tab(x)〉ω, in a state ω for a quantum
field on a curved spacetime. It becomes particularly important when considering
the semiclassical Einstein equations (in geometric units),

Gab(x) = 8π
(
T class

ab (x) +
〈
Tab(x)

〉
ω

)
, (2)

where Gab(x) is the Einstein tensor of the spacetime geometry at spacetime point x
and T class

ab is the stress-energy tensor of macroscopically modelled (classical) mat-
ter. If the gravitational curvature effects caused by the macroscopic energy/matter
distribution are very high, this may induce quantum field theoretical “particle cre-
ation effects”, as a result of which 〈Tab(x)〉ω may turn out as a significant correction
to the macroscopic matter distribution, depending on the quantum state ω. One
may expect that this is a realistic scenario as nowadays the Casimir force puts
limits to the design of devices in micro- and nano-technology [4,35], and this effect
can be seen in a similar vein.

One of the interesting features of the expectation value of stress energy is
that the energy density seen by an observer travelling on a timelike geodesic γ
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with tangent vector va at x, 〈Tab(x)〉ωvavb, is unbounded above and below as ω
ranges over the set of all states ω (for which the expectation value of stress-energy
at any spacetime point x can be reasonably defined). This is a long known feature of
quantum field theory (see [11]) and is in contrast to the behaviour of macroscopic
matter which can – with good motivation – usually be assumed to satisfy one
of the classical energy conditions, like the weak energy condition, which means
T class

ab (x)vavb ≥ 0, i.e. the energy density seen by any observer is always positive
at any spacetime point x.

Energy positivity conditions like the (pointwise) weak energy conditions play
an important role in the derivation of singularity theorems [25, 40]. One conse-
quence of energy positivity conditions when plugged into Einstein’s equations is
that gravitational interaction is always attractive. Negative energies, in contrast,
would be affected by a repelling gravitational interaction. This could, a priori, lead
to solutions of Einstein’s equations exhibiting very strange spacetime geometries,
such as spacetimes with closed timelike curves, wormholes or “warpdrive scenar-
ios” [1, 30]. Moreover, concentration of a vast amount of negative energies and
their persistence over a long duration could lead to violations of the second law of
thermodynamics.

Motivated by the latter point, L. Ford has proposed that physical states of
quantum fields in generic spacetimes should not permit arbitrary concentration of
large amounts of negative energy over a long duration [21]. Such limitations on
physical quantum field states have come to be called quantum energy inequalities
(QEIs). Let us explain this concept in greater detail. Suppose that φ(x) is a quan-
tum field on a generic spacetime. (Actually, only smeared quantum field quantities
like φ(f) =

∫
f(x)φ(x) dvol(x) define proper quantum field operators operators;

dvol(x) denotes the metric induced spacetime volume form and f a smooth, com-
pactly supported test-function. The quantum field can be of general spinor- or
tensor type, but we suppress any corresponding indices here.) Then let L be a set
of states of the quantum field such that the expectation value of the stress-energy
tensor, 〈Tab(x)〉ω, is defined for each ω ∈ L at each spacetime point x. We will
furthermore suppose that this quantity is continuous in x for each ω ∈ L. Under
these assumptions, we say that the set of quantum field states L fulfills a QEI with
respect to γ if

∫
h2(t)

〈
Tab

(
γ(t)

)〉

ω
γ̇a(t)γ̇b(t) dt ≥ q(γ, h) (3)

holds for all smooth (or at least C2) real functions h having compact support on
the (open) curve domain, with a constant q(γ, h) > −∞; the constant may depend
on the curve γ and the weighting function h, but is required to be independent of
the choice of state ω ∈ L.

In principle this concept makes sense for arbitrary (C1 and causal) curves γ,
in practice one however usually restricts the class of curves to timelike (or lightlike)
geodesics. Such a limiting case of a QEI is the following: If γ is a complete (lightlike
or null) geodesic, then one says that a set of states L fulfills the averaged null energy
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condition (ANEC) if

lim inf
λ→0+

∫
h2(λt)γ̇a(t)γ̇b(t)

〈
Tab

(
γ(t)

)〉

ω
dt ≥ 0

holds for all states ω ∈ L. Conditions of such form (and related conditions,
see (39)), if valid for all complete null geodesics, allow conclusions about focussing
of null geodesics for solutions to the semiclassical Einstein equations similar to
that resulting from a pointwise null energy condition [5, 32, 36, 42]. (See also the
beginning of Section 4.) Thus, the ANEC is a key property for deriving singularity
theorems for solutions to the semiclassical Einstein equations.

Quantum energy inequalities have been investigated extensively for quan-
tum fields subject to linear field equations in the recent years, and there is now a
wealth of results in this regard. We refer to the reviews by Fewster and by Ro-
man [13, 33] for representative lists of references. Important to mention, however,
is the fact that for many linear fields, like the minimally coupled scalar field,
the Dirac field and the electromagnetic field, it could be shown that the set of
Hadamard states fulfills a QEI with respect to timelike curves γ in generic glob-
ally hyperbolic spacetimes [12, 15, 19]. Hadamard states are regarded as physical
states in quantum field theory in curved spacetime, and expectation values of the
stress-energy tensor at any given spacetime point are well-defined for these states
(up to finite renormalization ambiguities), cf. [41] for discussion. There is also
an intimate relation between QEIs, the Hadamard condition and thermodynamic
properties of linear quantum fields [20]. It has been shown that QEIs put strong
limitations on the possibility of solutions to the semiclassical Einstein’s equations
to allow exotic spacetime scenarios such as wormholes or warpdrive [17,22,31]. It
is also worth mentioning two other recent results. First, it has been shown that
the non-minimally coupled linear scalar field on any spacetime violates QEIs for
the class of Hadamard states; nevertheless, the class of Hadamard states fulfills
in this case weaker bounds, called “relative QEIs”, cf. [14] for results and discus-
sion. Secondly, one is interested in lower bounds q(γ, h) which depend (apart from
renormalization constants entering the definition of expectation value of the stress
energy tensor) only on the underlying spacetime geometry in a local and covari-
ant manner, and one also aims at making this dependence as explicit as possible.
Considerable progress on this issue, for the case of the minimally coupled linear
scalar field on globally hyperbolic spacetimes, has been achieved in [18].

In the present article, we will derive QEI-like bounds on sets of LTE-states of
the non-minimally coupled linear scalar field φ(x) on generic globally hyperbolic
spacetimes. More precisely, we consider LTE states ω whose thermal function
ϑω(x) = 〈: φ2 : (x)〉ω is bounded by some constant T2

0 (corresponding to a maximal
squared temperature) and we will show that there are upper and lower bounds for
the averaged energy density

∫ ∞

−∞
η(τ)vavb

〈
Tab

(
γ(τ)

)〉

ω
dτ ,
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averaged against a C2-weighting function η ≥ 0 with compact support along any
causal geodesic γ with affine parameter τ and tangent va = γ̇a. The lower bound
depends only on T2

0, the geodesic γ and η, while the upper bound depends addition-
ally on local tetrads entering into the definition of LTE states. The lower bound is
therefore state-independent within each set of LTE states ω with a fixed maximal
value of ϑω. The bounds depend on the spacetime geometry in a local covariant
manner which, together with their dependence on T2

0, we will make explicit. This
result holds for all values of curvature coupling ξ in the field equation (4), and
upon averaging along causal geodesic, not only those which are timelike. Hence,
the result is not immediate from know quantum energy inequalities for Hadamard
states, as these are violated in general for non-minimally coupled fields [14], and
upon averaging along null geodesics [16]. Furthermore, we will show that the ANEC
holds for LTE states ω of the quantized linear scalar field with curvature couplings
0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1/4, provided that the growth of the thermal function ϑω along the null
geodesics γ fulfills certain bounds. Despite the fact that we have to assume that
the LTE states we consider are Hadamard states – in order to have a well-defined,
local covariant expression of expected stress-energy for these states – our deriva-
tion of QEIs and ANEC makes no further use of the Hadamard property but uses
only properties of LTE states. Therefore, one may expect that, in principle, sim-
ilar results could be derived for LTE states of interacting quantum fields. This
prospect can actually be seen as one of our motivations in view of the fact that
quantum energy inequalities seem to be very difficult to obtain (if valid at all)
for very general sets of states in interacting quantum field theory, and that, on
the other hand, one may argue that only special classes of states are of physical
interest. We will come back to this point in Section 6.

This article is organized as follows. We will discuss the concept of LTE states,
as far as needed for our purposes, in Section 2. In Section 3 we derive upper and
lower bounds for the geodesically averaged expectation values of energy density
for LTE states. The validity of ANEC for certain LTE states will be studied in
Section 4. In Section 5 we indicate that the results of Sections 3 and 4 hold also
for a more general notion of LTE states. We conclude with discussion and outlook
in Section 6.

2. Local thermal equilibrium states

The system under investigation in the present article is the non-minimally cou-
pled linear scalar field on globally hyperbolic spacetimes. A globally hyperbolic
spacetime will be denoted by a pair (M, g) where M is the spacetime manifold
(assumed to be C∞) and g is the Lorentzian metric. We will consider the case
of spacetime dimension equal to 4 with metric signature (+ − −−), but most of
our considerations can be readily generalized, with appropriate modifications, to
arbitrary spacetime dimensions. We recall that global hyperbolicity means that
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the spacetime is time-orientable and possesses Cauchy surfaces [2, 40]. Our con-
ventions for curvature quantities, like in [14], are those of Birrell and Davies, i.e.
[-,-,-] in the classification scheme of Misner, Thorne and Wheeler.

The classical linear scalar field ϕ on a globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, g)
obeys the field equation

(∇μ∇μ + ξR + m2)ϕ = 0 (4)

where ∇ is the covariant derivative of g and R is the scalar curvature corresponding
to g; the constants ξ ≥ 0 and m ≥ 0 are the curvature coupling and the mass
parameters, respectively. The case ξ = 0 corresponds to minimal coupling.

The quantization of the system proceeds as follows. Owing to global hyper-
bolicity, there are (for each fixed ξ and m) two uniquely determined linear maps
E± : C∞

0 (M, R) → C∞(M, R) so that

E±(∇μ∇μ + ξR + m2)f = f = (∇μ∇μ + ξR + m2)E±f (5)

holds for all f ∈ C∞
0 (M, R), and additionally, supp(E±f) ⊂ J±(supp(f)), where

J±(G) is the causal future/past set of G ⊂ M [2]. These are called the ad-
vanced/retarded fundamental solutions of the wave-operator (∇μ∇μ + ξR + m2),
and with their help one can construct the real bilinear form

E (f1, f2) =
∫

M

f1(x)(E−f2 − E+f2)(x) dvol(x) (6)

on C∞
0 (M, R) which turns out to be antisymmetric. Note that E is uniquely de-

termined by (M, g), ξ and m. Fixing ξ and m, one can now define the complex
∗-algebra A(M, g) = A((M, g), ξ,m) with unit element 1 as being generated by a
family of objects φ(f), f ∈ C∞

0 (M, R) which are required to fulfil the following
relations:
(a) f → φ(f) is real-linear,
(b) φ(f)∗ = φ(f),
(c) φ((∇μ∇μ + ξR + m2)f) = 0,
(d) [φ(f1), φ(f2)] = iE (f1, f2)1.

Here [A,B] = AB − BA denotes the commutator. Since the generators φ(f) of
A(M, g) obey, according to (d), the canonical commutation relations in a covariant
manner, one has thus obtained a quantization of the system in an abstract form.
The hermitean elements in A(M, g) correspond to observables of the quantized
system, but they do not contain all observables that one may wish to consider,
so that the algebra A(M, g) will have to be enlarged to include those additional
observables as well. We will come back to this point. For the moment, a state ω of
the quantized linear scalar field is, by definition, a linear functional ω : A(M, g) →
C, A → ω(A) ≡ 〈A〉ω, with the additional property that ω is positive, meaning
ω(A∗A) ≥ 0 for all A ∈ A(M, g), and also with the property that ω is normalized,
i.e. ω(1) = 1. Now it is known from examples that not every state according to
this definition corresponds to a physically reasonable configuration of the system
and that selection criteria for physical states are needed. In the case of the linear
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fields on curved spacetime, the best candidates for physical states are quasifree
Hadamard states, and most other physical states can be derived from those [38].

We will very briefly summarize the concept of a quasifree Hadamard state.
(For a more in-depth discussion, see [28].) For any state ω on A, the n-point
functions are the maps

f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn → W ω
n (f1, . . . , fn) = ω

(
φ(f1) · · ·φ(fn)

)
. (7)

Clearly, each state on A(M, g) is determined by all the n-point functions. A
quasifree state ω on A(M, g) is a state which is entirely determined by its two-
point function, by requiring that the truncated n-point functions vanish [6]. This
can also be expressed as ω(eitφ(f)) = e−t2W ω

2 (f,f)/2, to be interpreted as a se-
quence of relations in the sense of formal power series in t. A (quasifree) state ω is
called Hadamard state if its two-point function is of Hadamard form. This is the
case, in turn, if for any geodesic convex neighbourhood N of any given point xo,
and any time function t on the underlying spacetime M , one can find a sequence
Hω

k ∈ Ck(N × N, C) such that for all f1, f2 ∈ C∞
0 (N, R) one has

W ω
2 (f1, f2)

= lim
ε→0+

1
4π2

∫

N×N

(
Gk,ε(x, x′) + Hk(x, x′)

)
f1(x)f2(x′) dvol(x) dvol(x′) , (8)

where

Gk,ε(x, x′) =
U(x, x′)

σ(x, x′) + 2i(t(x) − t(x′))ε + ε2
(9)

+ Vk(x, x′)ln
(
σ(x, x′) + 2i

(
t(x) − t(x′)

)
ε + ε2

)
.

Here,

Vk(x, x′) =
k∑

j=0

Uj(x, x′)σ(x, x′)j , (10)

σ(x, x′) is the squared geodesic distance from x to x′1, and U and Uj are smooth
functions on N × N determined by the Hadamard recursion relations. Thus, the
term Gk,ε is, for each k, determined by the local spacetime geometry and the
parameters ξ and m of the scalar field equation. For later use, we define the
distribution

Gk(f1, f2) = lim
ε→0+

1
4π2

∫
Gk,ε(x, x′) f1(x)f2(x′) dvol(x) dvol(x′) (11)

for test-functions f1, f2 supported in a geodesic convex neighbourhood N .
It is worth noting that the existence of very many quasifree Hadamard states

(spanning an infinite dimensional space) has been established for the linear scalar

1Following [18], we choose σ positive for x and x′ spacelike related and negative for x and x′

timelike related, so that e.g. on Minkowski spacetime we have σ(x, x′) = −gab(x − x′)a(x − x′)b
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field on all globally hyperbolic spacetimes. Moreover, in stationary, globally hy-
perbolic spacetimes, the canonical ground state as well as the thermal equilibrium
states (KMS states) are known to be quasifree Hadamard states [34].

Let us now turn to the concept of local thermal equilibrium states introduced
in [9] and further investigated in [8,10]. This will be done first for the case that the
underlying spacetime is just Minkowski spacetime. Our discussion here is limited
to the linear scalar field, but as explained in [9], the discussion can be general-
ized to include general quantum field theories. For the quantized linear scalar field
on Minkowski spacetime, there is in each Lorentz frame a unique quasifree ther-
mal equilibrium state at given temperature. Actually, for fixed temperature this
state depends only on the time-direction of the Lorentz frame. Let e0 be such a
time-direction, i.e. a timelike, future-pointing unit vector on Minkowski space-
time, and let e1, e2, e3 be a set of spacelike unit vectors so that e = (e0, e1, e2, e3)
forms an orthonormal tetrad on Minkowski spacetime. When choosing coordinates
(x0, x1, x2, x3) on Minkowski spacetime such that the coordinate axes are aligned
with the tetrad, the two-point function W βe

2 of the unique quasifree thermal equi-
librium (KMS) state ωβe at inverse temperature β > 0 2 with respect to the
Lorentz frame defined by e is given by

W βe
2 (x, x′) =

∫
e−i(x−x′)μpμε(p0)δ(pμpμ − m2)

d4p

(2π)3(1 − e−βp0)
, (12)

to be interpreted in the sense of distributions, where ε(p0) is the sign function of
p0. The uniqueness implies that every intensive thermal property (e.g. pressure,
density etc) can be expressed as a function of the timelike vector βe0.

The passage from these global equilibrium states to states of local thermody-
namic equilibrium now uses spaces Sx of observables located at spacetime points x.
Mathematically this implies that these observables are no longer defined as oper-
ators but only as quadratic forms (their products are usually not defined). In
physical terms, the observables in Sx should model idealized limits of measure-
ments of intensive thermal properties of states in smaller and smaller spacetime
regions. This culminates in the requirement that, for s(x) ∈ Sx, the functions

Φs(x) = ωβe
(
s(x)

)

have to be independent of x and non-constant as functions of β. Furthermore, for
many s(x) ∈ Sx one can identify the thermal quantity to which Φs, as a function
of β, actually corresponds. As an example, one calculates that for s(x) =: φ2 : (x)
(Wick-square) one obtains for the massless case

Φ:φ2: = ωβe
(

: φ2 : (x)
)

=
1

12β2
=

k2
BT

2

12
which leads to the identification of this observable as a “scalar thermometer”,
giving the square of the local temperature T times some fixed constant. Choosing
appropriate units to measure T, this constant can be set equal to 1, justifying

2β = 1/(kBT) where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is absolute temperature
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the notation T2 for the expectation value of the Wick-square in thermal equilib-
rium states already alluded to above. Actually this seems quite similar to what
one would do to construct a thermometer in the laboratory: Take some (small)
device which, when exposed to a situation known to be in equilibrium at some
temperature T, gives a reading which is a simple function of T.

In the investigations of local thermal equilibrium for linear scalar fields φ(x)
on Minkowski spacetime carried out in previous articles [8–10], the spaces Sx

are chosen as the linear spaces generated by elements s(x) = ðμ : φ2 : (x), re-
ferred to as the balanced derivatives of the Wick-squared field : φ2 : (x). 3 Here,
μ = (μ1, . . . , μn) ∈ N

n is a multi-index of arbitrary length n, and the balanced
derivatives are defined by

ðμ : φ2 : (x) = lim
ζ→0

∂μ

(
φ(x + ζ)φ(x − ζ) − ωvac

(
φ(x + ζ)φ(x − ζ)

)
1
)

(13)

where ∂μ = ∂ζμ1 · · · ∂ζμn , and where ωvac is the vacuum state. The limit is taken
along spacelike directions ζ, so that φ(x+ ζ)φ(x− ζ) is well defined as a quadratic
form, and the limit defines an operator-valued distribution after smearing in x with
test-functions. For multi-index length equal to 0, the balanced derivative equals
just the Wick-square : φ2 : (x). For linear fields on Minkowski spacetime, this def-
inition of the Wick-square coincides with the usual normal ordering prescription.
Owing to the translation invariance of the KMS-states ωβe one can easily check
that the thermal functions Φðμ:φ2: = ωβe(ðμ : φ2 : (x)) are independent of x.

Following [8, 9], a state of the linear scalar field on Minkowski spacetime is
said to be locally in thermal equilibrium at a spacetime point x if it looks like a
global thermal equilibrium state ωβe as far as the expectation values of elements
in Sx are concerned. The following definition, taken from [9], expresses this more
formally.

Definition 2.1. A state ω of the quantized linear scalar field φ(x) on Minkowski
spacetime is called Sx-thermal at the spacetime point x if there are an orthonormal
tetrad e with e0 timelike and future-pointing, and β > 0, such that

ω
(
s(x)

)
= ωβe

(
s(x)

)
(14)

holds for all s(x) ∈ Sx, where Sx is spanned by ðμ : φ2 : (x) as μ ranges over all
multi-indices.

If O is some open set of spacetime points, a state ω of the quantized linear
scalar field on Minkowski spacetime is called SO-thermal if (14) holds and ω(s(x))
varies continuously with x, for s(x) ∈ Sx and x ∈ O. That means, ω is Sx-thermal
at each x ∈ O, where β and e in (14) may vary with x.

For SO-thermal states, the expectation value 〈Φs〉ω(x) of an extensive thermal
quantity Φs at x, whose local measurement is modelled by s(x) ∈ Sx, is then
given as 〈Φs〉ω(x) = ω(s(x)). This leads for SO-thermal states to an assignment
of thermal quantities to each x ∈ O whose values in general vary with x, and this

3In the references [8, 9], the notation ðμ is used, but we prefer to view μ as a co-tensor index
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assignment is consistent in the sense that relations among the thermal quantities
(like equations of state) also hold at each point. In the case of s(x) =: φ2 : (x),
one obtains in this way for an SO-thermal state ω an assignment of the expected
squared temperature to each spacetime point x ∈ O.

The concept of states which are locally in thermal equilibrium has also been
generalized in [9] to allow mixtures of global thermal equilibrium states on the
right hand side of (14). We will summarize this generalized concept in Section 5.

In attempting to extend the concept of local thermal equilibrium states to
quantum fields in curved spacetime, one faces a couple of difficulties which are,
of course, connected to the occurrence of curvature and the related lack of global
vacuum states and global equilibrium states. Primarily, these difficulties are:

(i) The definition (13) of balanced derivatives ðμ : φ2 : (x) uses the Minkowski
vacuum state ωvac as preferred vacuum state.

(ii) Moreover, the definition (13) uses the affine space structure of Minkowski
spacetime.

(iii) Definition 2.1 uses global thermal equilibrium states ωβe on Minkowski space-
time, for which there is no counterpart on generic curved spacetimes.
Thus, there is no verbatim translation of the concept of local thermal equi-
librium states given in Definition 2.1.

It is clear that problems (i) and (ii) concern the definition of balanced deriva-
tives of a Wick-squared quantum field in curved spacetime. We will soon turn to
that problem. Assuming that the definition of balanced derivatives in curved space-
time is settled, a proposal was made in [10] to surpass problem (iii). The idea is
to define that a state ω of the quantized linear scalar field φ on a curved space-
time (M, g) is Sx-thermal at a point x in M if ω(s(x)) = ωβe

o (so(xo)) holds for
all s(x) ∈ Sx. Here, ωβe

o is a thermal equilibrium state of the free scalar field φo

(with same parameters as φ) on Minkowski spacetime Mo, xo is a point in Mo,
and so(xo) is the flat space counterpart of s(x). To explain what this latter phrase
means precisely can be seen as part of the definition of balanced derivatives in
curved spacetime, but certainly one would require that so(xo) corresponds to a
balanced derivative of the Wick-square of φo if s(x) corresponds to a balanced
derivative of the Wick-square of φ. In the approach of [10], the requirement of
local thermality on ω is thus not implemented by comparing expectations values
of pointlike thermal observables with the corresponding expectation values in a
global thermal state (as such states need not exist), but with the “flat space ver-
sion” of a thermal equilibrium situation for the quantum field. The motivation for
this approach is that Sx-thermality is a pointwise property which should not be
affected by curvature; this, in turn, rests largely on the equivalence principle.

For a linear scalar quantum field φ on a curved spacetime it is simple enough
to know what its flat space counterpart φo should be. However, as pointed out
in [10], one may invoke the concept of a local covariant quantum field theory [7,26]
to know this also for more general types of quantum fields. The concept of local
covariance affects also the elements s(x) ∈ Sx; in our situation where we start
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from a linear scalar field φ in curved spacetime – which is known to have the
structure of a local covariant quantum field – the balanced derivatives of Wick-
squares of φ should be defined in such a way that they are also local covariant
quantum fields.

Let us thus discuss our proposal for the generalization of the concept of
balanced derivatives in a curved spacetime. Our discussion is greatly facilitated by
the circumstance that for the purpose of deriving QEIs for LTE states we need only
focus on balanced derivatives up to second order, corresponding to a multi-index
length of μ not greater than two. Accordingly, we will define the LTE property on
curved spacetime only with balanced derivatives of the Wick-squared field up to
second order, see below.

We proceed in two steps. First, we shall consider the generalization of expres-
sions like ∂ζμ∂ζν f(x + ζ, x − ζ)|ζ=0 for C2-functions f from Minkowski spacetime
to curved spacetime. This discussion is entirely of differential geometric nature. In
a second step, we have to give a generalization of the quantity

f(x + ζ, x − ζ) = ω
(
φ(x + ζ)φ(x − ζ)

)
− ωvac

(
φ(x + ζ)φ(x − ζ)

)

for Hadamard states ω on curved spacetime where there is no counterpart of ωvac.
In doing this we have to ensure, as mentioned, that the resulting balanced deriva-
tives of the Wick-ordered linear scalar field give rise to local covariant quantum
fields.

Turning to the first step, let (M, g) be a spacetime and suppose that N is a
geodesically convex neighbourhood of some point x in M . The exponential map
at x will be denoted by expx. A fairly obvious generalization of the first balanced
derivative of a function f ∈ C2(N × N) arises by requiring

va
ðaf(x) =

d

dλ

∣
∣∣∣
λ=0

f
(
expx(λv), expx(−λv)

)

for all spacelike vectors v = va ∈ TxM lying in exp−1
x (N). By linearity, this

determines a co-vector ðaf(x) in T ∗
x M . We define T (r r′

s s′ )(M × M) as the bundle
over M ×M whose fibre at (y, y′) ∈ M ×M is given by Ty(r

s)M ⊗Ty′(r′

s′)M , where
Ty(r

s)M coincides with the space of r-fold contravariant and s-fold covariant tensors
at y. If (y, y′) → V (y, y′) is any C1 section in T (r r′

s s′ )(M × M), then we denote by
∇aV the covariant derivative with respect to the y-entry and by ∇a′V the covariant
derivative with respect to the y′-entry. Furthermore, we denote by V �x= V (x, x)
the coincidence value of V (y, y′) for y = x = y′. With these conventions, one has

ðaf(x) = ∇af�x−∇a′f�x ,

and if f is C2, this defines a C1 co-vector field as x varies.
The second order balanced derivative ðabf(x) can then be defined as fol-

lows. ∇af(y, y′) is a y′-dependent co-vector at y, and vice versa for ∇a′f(y, y′).
Let v = va be a (spacelike) vector in TxM which lies in exp−1

x (N), so that
ηv : λ → expx(λv) (−1 ≤ λ ≤ 1) is the geodesic determined by v at x. Corre-
spondingly, we can define the map of parallel transport Pv,λ : T ∗

expx(λv)M → T ∗
x M
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of co-vectors from expλv = ηv(λ) to x = ηv(0) along the geodesic ηv. A geometri-
cally natural definition of the second order balanced derivative ðabf(x) of f at x
is then obtained by demanding that

vawb
ðabf(x) =

d

dλ

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

wbPv,λ∇bf
(
expx(λv), expx(−λv)

)

− d

dλ

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

wb′P−v,λ∇b′f
(
expx(λv), expx(−λv)

)

holds for all (spacelike) vectors v, w ∈ TxM with v ∈ exp−1
x (N). Using the prop-

erties of the parallel transport, it follows that M � x → ðabf(x) is a continuous
(if f is C2) (02)-tensor field on M , and

ðabf(x) = ∇a∇bf�x−∇a∇b′f�x (15)

−∇a′∇bf�x+∇a′∇b′f�x .

Note here that the covariant derivatives on the right hand side act on y for un-
primed indices and on y′ for primed indices, and primed and unprimed tensor
indices are identified at the coincidence point y = x = x′.

Looking at the final result obtained in (15) one notices that this is exactly
what one would have obtained by replacing ordinary by covariant derivatives in
the prescription for Minkowski spacetime. This is an indication that at the level of
the second order balanced derivatives ordering problems for multiple (covariant)
derivatives do not yet arise (as is to be expected for a torsion-free connection).
Such ambiguities can however be expected when defining higher order balanced
derivatives. Other possible modifications of the balanced derivatives include the
addition of suitable geometric terms like gabR, but such terms will be dealt with
in the transition from the classical to the quantum expressions anyway and it is
the assumption of general covariance for the resulting quantum fields which then
imposes restrictions on the possibility of such terms.

Turning to the second step, suppose that (M, g) is a globally hyperbolic
spacetime, and that N is a geodesic convex neighbourhood of some point x ∈ M .
Then define the distributions (k ≥ 2)

G̃k(f1, f2) =
1
2
(
Gk(f1, f2) + Gk(f2, f1)

)
+

i

2
E (f1, f2) , f1, f2 ∈ C∞

0 (N, R) ,

where Gk and E are defined above for the quantized linear scalar field φ on (M, g).
Next, let ω be a quasifree Hadamard state of φ on (M, g); then define

the point-split renormalized two-point function obtained by subtracting the sym-
metrized Hadamard parametrix (SHP) G̃k from the two-point function:

W SHP
ω,k (f1, f2) = W ω

2 (f1, f2) − G̃k(f1, f2) , f1, f2 ∈ C∞
0 (N, R) .
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A first observation is that W SHP
ω,k is symmetric, W SHP

ω,k (f1, f2) = W SHP
ω,k (f2, f2). Fur-

thermore, for k ≥ 2, W SHP
ω,k is given

W SHP
ω,k (f1, f2)

=
∫

N×N

W SHP
ω,k (y, y′)f1(y)f2(y′)dvol(y)dvol(y′) , f1, f2 ∈ C∞

0 (N, R) ,

with W SHP
ω,k ∈ C2(N ×N) for k ≥ 2, which follows from the definition of Hadamard

form (see also the arguments in [18]).
Consequently, one may now define for any quasifree Hadamard state ω the

expectation value of the SHP-Wick square of φ and the corresponding second
balanced derivatives in the following way:

Definition 2.2.

ω
(

: φ2 :SHP (x)
)

= W SHP
ω,k �x , (16)

ω
(
ðab : φ2 :SHP (x)

)
= ðabW

SHP
ω,k �x (17)

for x ∈ M , with k ≥ 2.

We add a few observations to this definition.
(α) One can likewise define the first balanced derivative of ω(: φ2 :SHP (x)), but
since W SHP

ω,k is symmetric, its first balanced derivative vanishes. This is similar
to the property of balanced derivatives of the Wick-square of the quantized linear
scalar field φo on Minkowski spacetime, which can be traced back to the symmetry
of

ωo

(
φo(y)φo(y′)

)
− ωvac

(
φo(y)φo(y′)

)

with respect to y and y′, for each quasifree Hadamard state ωo of φo. This provides
motivation why we define the Wick-ordering by subtraction of the symmetrized
Hadamard parametrix.
(β) Actually, W SHP

ω,k (y, y′) and ∇a∇b′W
SHP
ω,k (y, y′) depend on the time-function t

entering into the definition of Gk,ε, but for k ≥ 2, this dependence vanishes in the
coincidence limit y = x = y′. Similarly, W SHP

ω,k �x and ∇a∇b′W
SHP
ω,k �x are indepen-

dent of k for k ≥ 2.
(γ) One purpose of using the point-split renormalization by subtraction of the
symmetrized Hadamard parametrix G̃k is that the latter is a locally constructed
geometric quantity which is state independent, so that : φ2 : SHP and ðab : φ2 : SHP

become local, covariant fields. If one applies this technique to the linear scalar field
φo on Minkowski spacetime, one finds that : φo

2 : SHP and ðμν : φo
2 : SHP deviate

for m > 0 from the usual flat-space definitions of : φo
2 : and ðμν : φo

2 :, described
above, by constants. This deviation actually reflects the fact that the conventional
normal-ordering procedure on Minkowski spacetime does not give rise to covariant
Wick powers. This is related to the fact that the argument of the logarithm in the
definition of the Hadamard parametrix, equation (9), can be chosen as σ

l2 where l

is a length-scale. Our definition of the G̃k can be seen as the choice l = 1 and using
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the expression for W ωvac

2 − G̃k (k ≥ 2), one can calculate that, for each Hadamard
state ωo of φo, one has

ωo

(
: φo

2 : SHP(xo)
)

= ωo

(
: φo

2 : (xo)
)

+ c0,m , (18)

ωo

(
ðμν : φo

2 : SHP(xo)
)

= ωo

(
ðμν : φo

2 : (xo)
)

+ c2,mημν , (19)

at all points in Minkowski spacetime (details in Appendix B, see also [26] and [29]
for a discussions of the relations between local covariance and the appearance of l).
Here, m is the mass parameter of the linear scalar field, and ημν is the Minkowski
metric. The constants c0,m and c2,m vanish for m = 0; for m > 0, they are given
by

c0,m =
m2

(4π)2

[

ln
(

e2γm2

4

)
− 1

]

, (20)

c2,m = − m4

(4π)2

[

ln
(

e2γm2

4

)
− 5

2

]

, (21)

where γ denotes the Euler–Mascheroni constant. This needs to be taken into ac-
count in the definition of thermal equilibrium states below.

We can now define the concept of a local thermal equilibrium state on a glob-
ally hyperbolic curved spacetime (M, g). Let e = (e0, e1, e2, e3) be an orthonormal
tetrad at x ∈ M , with e0 timelike and future-pointing. Then e induces an identi-
fication of TxM with Minkowski spacetime Mo, whereupon e is identified with a
basis of Mo, again with e0 timelike and future-pointing in Minkowski spacetime.
This identification is used in the following definition.

Definition 2.3. Let ω be a state with two-point function of Hadamard form for
the quantized linear scalar field φ on a globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, g). Then
let φo denote the quantized linear scalar field, with the same parameters as φ, on
Minkowski spacetime Mo.
(a) We say that ω is S

(2)
x -thermal at a point x ∈ M if, with some orthonormal

tetrad e = (e0, e1, e2, e3) at x such that e0 is timelike and future-pointing, there
is a thermal equilibrium state ωβe

o of φo so that – upon identification of e with a
basis tetrad of Mo – the equalities

ω
(

: φ2 : SHP(x)
)

= ωβe
o

(
: φo

2 : SHP(xo)
)

(22)

= ωβe
o

(
: φo

2 : (xo)
)

+ c0,m ,

vawbω
(
ðab : φ2 : SHP(x)

)
= vμwνωβe

o

(
ðμν : φo

2 : SHP(xo)
)

(23)

= vμwνωβe
o

(
ðμν : φo

2 : (xo)
)

+ c2,mvμwνημν

hold for all (spacelike) vectors v, w ∈ TxM with coordinates vμeμ = v, wνeν = w,
for some xo ∈ Mo. (By translation-invariance of ωβe

o , the particular choice of xo is
irrelevant.)
(b) Let N be a subset of M . We say that ω is S

(2)
N -thermal if ω(: φ2 : SHP(x))

and ω(ðab : φ2 : SHP(x)) are continuous in x ∈ N and if, for each x ∈ N , ω is
S

(2)
x -thermal at x.
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The definition of S
(2)
x -thermal states demands the coincidence of expectation

values of the SHP Wick square of φ and its balanced derivatives up to second order
with the thermal equilibrium situation in flat spacetime. This amounts to saying
that S

(2)
x consists of linear combinations of the unit operator 1 and of the quadratic

forms : φ2 : SHP(x) and ðab : φ2 : SHP(x) whose evaluations (i.e. expectation values)
on states ω are given by (16) and (17). Thus, for the linear scalar field on Minkowski
spacetime, S

(2)
x is a small subset of Sx, and thus an S

(2)
x -thermal state fulfills less

constraints on its thermal properties than an Sx-thermal state. We shall not follow
up that matter at this point. Our definition of S

(2)
x -thermal states (or S

(2)
O -thermal

states) turns out to be sufficient to derive quantum energy inequalities.
Given an S

(2)
x -thermal state ω, we shall now use the abbreviations

ϑω(x) = ω
(

: φ2 : SHP(x)
)
, (24)

εω
ab(x) = −1

4
ω
(
ðab : φ2 : SHP(x)

)
. (25)

Then we have

Lemma 2.4. Let φ be a linear scalar field on (M, g), with mass parameter m, and
let ω be an S

(2)
x -thermal state (x ∈ M), satisfying (22) and (23) for some β > 0

and an orthonormal tetrad e = (e0, e1, e2, e3) at x. Then the following statements
hold.
(a) ϑω(x) = 1

β2 χ0,m(β) + c0,m, with

χ0,m(β) =
1

2π2

∫ ∞

0

ρ2 dρ

(e
√

ρ2+β2m2 − 1)
√

ρ2 + β2m2
.

(b) εω
a

a(x) = m2χ0,m(β) − c2,m

(c) Suppose that v is a lightlike vector at x, vava = 0, or a timelike vector at x
with unit proper length, vava = 1, and set v0 = (e0)ava. Then one has the bound

ζ(4)
6(v0)2

π2β4
− vava c2,m

4
≥ vavbεab(x) ≥ (v0)2

β4
χ2,m(β) − vava c2,m

4
(26)

where

χ2,m(β) =
1

2π2

∫ ∞

0

ρ2
√

ρ2 + β2m2

e
√

ρ2+β2m2 − 1
dρ (27)

(ζ(4) is the value of the ζ-function at 4.)

Proof. The proof is based on the fact that, with respect to coordinates induced by
the basis tetrad e,

ωβe
o

(
: φo

2 : (xo)
)

=
1

(2π)3

∫

R3

1
(eβp0 − 1)p0

d3p ,

−1
4

ðμνωβe
o

(
: φo

2 : (xo)
)

=
1

(2π)3

∫

R3

pμpν

(eβp0 − 1)p0
d3p ,
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where (pμ)μ=0,...,3 = (p0, p) and p0 =
√

|p|2 + m2 in the integrals. The stated
relations then basically result from transforming the integrals into spherical polar
coordinates. For the upper bound in (26) notice that the integrand is given by

(
v0

√
|p|2 + m2 − v · p

)2
/((

eβ
√

|p|2+m2 − 1
)√

|p|2 + m2

)

which is bounded above by

|p|

⎛

⎝v0 −
v · p

√
|p|2 + m2

⎞

⎠

2/

(eβ|p| − 1) .

Upon integration over p, this can be bounded by the integrand 2(v0)2|p|/(eβ|p|−1),
using that (v0)2 − |v|2 = 1 in the timelike case and (v0)2 − |v|2 = 0 in the lightlike
case. �

Now we introduce a set of states whose local temperature is bounded above
by some fixed value.

Definition 2.5. Let β′ > 0, x ∈ M . Then we define Lβ′(x) as the set of all S
(2)
x -

thermal states ω of the linear scalar field on (M, g) so that

ϑω(x) ≤ 1
(β′)2

χ0,m(β′) + c0,m . (28)

If N ⊂ M , we define Lβ′(N) as the set of all S
(2)
N -thermal states of the linear

scalar field on (M, g) so that (28) is fulfilled for all x ∈ N .

In other words, ω is in Lβ′(x) if the relations (22) and (23) are fulfilled for
1/β < 1/β′.

Now let N be an open subset of M , and let γ : [τ0, τ1] → N , τ → γ(τ) be a
geodesic with affine parameter τ , and denote by va = γ̇a the tangent vector field
of γ. By the geodesic equation, it holds that

(vavb∇a∇bϑ
ω)

(
γ(τ)

)
=

d2

dτ2
ϑω

(
γ(τ)

)
.

Consequently, we obtain for ω ∈ Lβ′(N) and η ∈ C2
0 ((τ0, τ1)),

∣∣
∣∣

∫
η(τ)(vavb∇a∇bϑ

ω)
(
γ(τ)

)
dτ

∣∣
∣∣ =

∣∣
∣∣

∫
η′′(τ)ϑω

(
γ(τ)

)
dτ

∣∣
∣∣ (29)

≤ ||η′′||L1

∣∣∣∣
1

(β′)2
χ0,m(β′) + c0,m

∣∣∣∣ .

Here, η′′ is the second derivative of η.
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3. Quantum energy inequalities

Let (M, g) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime, and let ϕ be the classical linear
scalar field on (M, g) with mass parameter m ≥ 0 and conformal coupling param-
eter ξ. If ϕ is a field configuration, i.e. a smooth solution to the field equation (4),
then the corresponding classical stress-energy tensor is a (02) co-tensor field T

(ϕ)
ab

given by

T
(ϕ)
ab (x) =

(
∇aϕ(x)

)(
∇bϕ(x)

)
+

1
2
gab(x)

(
m2ϕ2(x) − (∇cϕ)(∇cϕ)(x)

)

+ ξ
(
gab(x)∇c∇c −∇a∇b − Gab(x)

)
ϕ2(x) , x ∈ M ,

where Gab = Rab − 1
2gabR is the Einstein tensor.

Now let φ be the quantized linear scalar field on (M, g), corresponding to
the choice of parameters m and ξ. The definition of the renormalized expectation
value of products and derivatives for the quantized linear scalar field φ in a state ω
having two-point function of Hadamard form proceeds, similarly to what was done
in the previous chapter, by point-splitting and subtraction of the SHP (see [39,41]).
To this end, we define:

ω
(

: φ∇aφ : SHP(x)
)

= ∇a′W SHP
ω,k �x

ω
(

: φ∇a∇bφ : SHP(x)
)

= ∇a′∇b′W
SHP
ω,k �x

ω
(

: (∇aφ)(∇bφ) :SHP (x)
)

= ∇a∇b′W
SHP
ω,k �x

with k ≥ 2, x ∈ M . (Note again that a and a′ are identified upon taking the
coincidence limit y = x = y′ on the right hand side of each equation.) Owing to
the symmetry of W SHP

ω,k (k ≥ 2), one can easily check that the following Leibniz
rule is fulfilled for SHP Wick-products involving derivatives:

ω
(
∇a

(
: φ2 : SHP(x)

))
= 2ω

(
: φ∇aφ : SHP(x)

)
,

ω
(
∇a

(
: φ∇bφ : SHP(x)

))
= ω

(
: (∇aφ)(∇bφ) : SHP(x)

)
+ ω

(
: φ∇a∇bφ : SHP(x)

)
.

The renormalized expectation value of stress-energy is then obtained via replacing
the classical expressions ϕ2(x), (∇aϕ(x))(∇bϕ(x)), and so on, by ω(: φ2 :SHP (x)),
ω(: (∇aφ)(∇bφ) : SHP(x)), etc. Using also the Leibniz rule for SHP Wick products,
this leads to

ω
(
T SHP

ab (x)
)

= ω

(
− : φ∇a∇bφ : SHP(x) +

1
4
∇a∇b : φ2 : SHP(x)

)

+
(

1
4
− ξ

)
ω
(
∇a∇b : φ2 : SHP(x) − gab(x)∇c∇c : φ2 : SHP(x)

)

+
1
2
gab(x)ω

(
: φ∇c∇cφ : SHP(x) + m2 : φ2 : SHP(x)

)

− ξGab(x)ω
(

: φ2 : SHP(x)
)
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This expression, however, has the defect of a non-vanishing divergence. The way
to cope with this problem, following Wald [39, 41], is like this: It can be shown
that ∇aω(T SHP

ab (x)) = ∇bQ(x)4 where (apart from a free constant which can be set
to a preferred value depending on the mass parameter m) Q is a function which
is determined by the local geometry of (M, g); in particular, Q is independent of
the state ω. One may therefore subtract the term Q(x)gab(x) from ω(T SHP

ab (x)) to
make the resulting quantity have vanishing divergence. There remains an ambigu-
ity in that one may still add other (02) co-tensor fields Cab which are determined
by the local geometry of (M, g) and have vanishing divergence. We take here the
same view as put forward in [18], namely that the specification of Cab is a further
datum of the underlying quantum field φ on (M, g), in addition to the parame-
ters m and ξ. An alternative, elegant method has been proposed by Moretti [29],
which nevertheless we won’t follow here mainly because we would like to maintain
close contact to other works on quantum energy inequalities. This understood,
we finally define the renormalized expectation value of the stress energy tensor in
some state ω (with two-point function of Hadamard form) of the linear scalar field
φ on (M, g) as

ω
(
T ren

ab (x)
)

= ω
(
T SHP

ab (x)
)
− Q(x)gab(x) + Cab(x) , x ∈ M . (30)

Again note that Q and Cab are state-independent and constructed locally out of
the spacetime metric g = gab.

Let us next observe that, for each state ω of φ with two-point function of
Hadamard form, and with R = Ra

a denoting the scalar curvature,

F (x) = ω
(

: φ(∇a∇a + m2 + ξR)φ : SHP(x)
)

= ω
(

: φ(∇a∇aφ) : SHP(x)
)

+
(
m2 + ξR(x)

)
ω
(

: φ2 : SHP(x)
)

is a continuous function of x ∈ M , independent of the state ω, entirely determined
by the local geometry of (M, g) and the parameters m and ξ of φ. To see this, note
that

ω
(

: φ(∇a∇a + m2 + ξR)φ :SHP (x)
)

= (∇a′∇a′ + m2 + ξR)W SHP
ω,k �x .

On the other hand, W SHP
ω,k (y, y′) is the integral kernel of W SHP

ω,k = W ω
2 − G̃k (k ≥ 2),

and since W ω
2 (f, (∇b∇b+m2+ξR)h) = 0, it follows that (∇a′∇a′ +m2+ξR)W SHP

ω,k

is independent of ω as the ω-dependent part of W SHP
ω,k is annihilated by the wave-

operator (∇a′∇a′ +m2 +ξR). In consequence, F (x) = (∇a′∇a′ +m2 +ξR)W SHP
ω,k �x

is state-independent, continuous in x, and actually it is determined by the local
geometry of (M, g) since so is G̃k (by the Hadamard recursion relations). An explicit
calculation using this relations gives the relation [29]

F = 3Q

4it should however be noted, that this Q differs from the one given by Wald by a numerical

factor, which is due to the fact that we define the Wick squares using a symmetric Hadamard

Parametrix which does not fulfill the wave equation in any of its two arguments, whereas Wald
uses an asymmetric one which fulfills the wave equation in the first argument
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Using the Leibniz rule, we can now rewrite the expression for ω(T ren
ab ) as

follows:

ω
(
T ren

ab (x)
)

= ω

(
− : φ∇a∇bφ : SHP(x) +

1
4
∇a∇b : φ2 : SHP(x)

)
(31)

+
(

1
4
− ξ

)
ω
(
∇a∇b : φ2 : SHP(x)

)

+ (4ξ − 1)

(

ω

(
− : φ∇c∇cφ : SHP(x) +

1
4
∇c∇c : φ2 : SHP(x)

))

gab

+

((
(1 − 4ξ)(m2 + ξR) − 1

2
ξR

)
gab − ξGab

)

ω
(

: φ2 : SHP(x)
)

+
(

12ξ − 5
2

)
Q(x)gab(x) + Cab(x)

By (15) and once more the Leibniz rule, εab can also be expressed as

εab = ω

(
− : φ∇a∇bφ : SHP(x) +

1
4
∇a∇b : φ2 : SHP(x)

)

Thus, if ω is an S
(2)
x -thermal state of φ, we obtain

ω
(
T ren

ab (x)
)

= εω
ab(x) + (4ξ − 1)gab(x)εω

c
c(x) (32)

+
(

1
4
− ξ

)
∇a∇bϑ

ω(x) +
(
gab(x)ψ(x) − ξRab(x)

)
ϑω(x)

+ (12ξ − 5/2)Q(x)gab(x) + Cab(x) ,

where we use the abbreviation

ψ(x) = (1 − 4ξ)
(
m2 + ξR(x)

)
. (33)

With this expression, we are now in the position to derive bounds on vavbω(T ren
ab )

for lightlike or timelike vectors v. We will treat lower bounds first.

Theorem 3.1. Let φ be the quantized linear scalar field on (M, g), with parameters
m, ξ and Cab, and let ω be a state of φ having two-point function of Hadamard
form.
(a) Suppose that ξ = 1/4, and let v be a lightlike vector at x ∈ M , or a timelike

vector at x with vava = 1. If ω is in Lβ′(x), β′ > 0, then

vavbω
(
T ren

ab (x)
)
≥ q(x, v;β′) (34)

where

q(x, v;β′) = −1
4

∣∣vavbRab(x)
∣∣
∣∣∣
∣

1
β′2 χ0,m(β′) + c0,m

∣∣∣
∣

+
(

3
2
Q(x) − 1

4
c2,m

)
vava + vavbCab .
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(b) Let ξ be arbitrary, let N ⊂ M , and let γ : [τ0, τ1] → N be an affinely
parametrized lightlike geodesic defined on a finite interval, with tangent vector
field va = γ̇a. Suppose that η is in C2

0 ((τ0, τ1)) with η ≥ 0. If ω ∈ Lβ′(N),
there holds the bound∫

η(τ)vavbω
(
T ren

ab

(
γ(τ)

))
dτ ≥ q0(γ, η;β′) . (35)

Here, writing

R[γ] = max
τ∈[τ0,τ1]

∣∣γ̇a(τ)γ̇b(τ)Rab

(
γ(τ)

)∣∣ ,

and defining C[γ] analogously, the bounding constant is given by

q0(γ, η;β′) = −
[
|ξ|R[γ]

∣∣∣
∣

1
β′2 χ0,m(β′) + c0,m

∣∣∣
∣ + C[γ]

]
||η||L1

−
∣∣∣∣
1
4
− ξ

∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣

1
β′2 χ0,m(β′) + c0,m

∣∣∣∣ · ||η
′′||L1

(c) Let ξ be arbitrary, let N ⊂ M , and let γ : [τ0, τ1] → N be an affinely
parametrized timelike geodesic with tangent vector field va = γ̇a, so that
vava = 1. Assume that η is in C2

0 ((τ0, τ1)) with η ≥ 0. If ω ∈ Lβ′(N),
there holds the bound∫

η(τ)vavbω
(
T ren

ab

(
γ(τ)

))
dτ ≥ q1(γ, η;β′) , (36)

where, using the notation ψ[γ] = maxτ∈[τ0,τ1] |ψ(γ(τ))|, and defining Q[γ]

similarly, the bounding constant is given by

q1(γ, η;β′) = −
∣∣
∣∣
1
4
− ξ

∣∣
∣∣ ·

∣∣
∣∣

1
β′2 χ0,m(β′) + c0,m

∣∣
∣∣ · ||η

′′||L1

− (ψ[γ] + |ξ|R[γ]) ·
∣∣∣
∣

1
β′2 χ0,m(β′) + c0,m

∣∣∣
∣ · ||η||L1

−
(
|12ξ − 5

2 |Q[γ] + |4ξ − 1||c2,m| + C[γ] +
|c2,m|

4

)
· ||η||L1 .

Proof. The proof of the statement consists just of inserting the estimates of Lemma
2.4 and discarding manifestly positive terms, in combination with estimate (29) for
the average of the second derivatives of ϑω along the geodesic. The term involving
second derivatives of ϑω doesn’t occur for ξ = 1/4, which makes it possible to
give a pointwise lower bound in this case. �

The central assertion of Theorem 3.1 is that the lower bound of the energy
density averaged along a causal geodesic depends only on the temperatures an
LTE state attains on the geodesic, and is otherwise state-independent. The bound
worsenes (shifts towards the left on the real axis) as the temperature increases, i.e.
with increasing 1/β′. This is related to the question of the sharpness of the obtained
bounds. The point to notice here is that they were obtained by bounding the term
εabv

avb from below by the temperature independent term −vava|c2|/4. However,
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εabv
avb grows with temperature as can be seen from (26) and the growth is (for

high temperatures) with the fourth power of temperature. As the ϑω dependent
term, which is responsible for the worsening of the bounds, grows (asymptotically)
with the square of the temperature, it will be compensated for sufficiently high
temperatures by the dropped term. By a more careful investigation one could
therefore hope to obtain a lower bound where the temperature dependence is
replaced by a dependence on the spacetime geometry and γ. Finally it should also
be noted that the bounds are local covariant.

For upper bounds on the averaged energy density of LTE states, an addi-
tional state-dependence shows up: The bounds depend also on the tetrad e ap-
pearing in the condition of S

(2)
x -thermality, Definition 2.3. In this sense, the lower

bounds on the averaged energy densities of LTE states are stronger than the upper
bounds. This is similar to what holds for averages of energy densities for arbitrary
Hadamard states of the linear scalar field [14].

Let x ∈ M , and let e = (e0, . . . , e3) be an orthonormal tetrad at x with
e0 timelike and future-pointing. We define Lβ′(x, e) as the set of all states ω in
Lβ′(x) where the S

(2)
x -thermality conditions (22) and (23) hold with respect to

the given tetrad. Similarly, let N be a subset of M , and let N � x → e(x),
e(x) = (e0(x), . . . , e3(x)) be a C0 field of orthonormal tetrads over N , with e0(x)
timelike and future-pointing for all x. Then we define Lβ′(N, e) as the set of all
states ω in Lβ′(N) such that, for each x ∈ N , ω satisfies the S

(2)
x -thermality

conditions (22) and (23) with respect to e = e(x). With these conventions, we
obtain the following upper bounds on (averaged) energy densities.

Theorem 3.2. Let φ be the quantized linear scalar field on (M, g), with parameters
m, ξ and Cab, and let ω be a state of φ having two-point function of Hadamard
form.

(a) Suppose that ξ = 1/4, let v be a lightlike vector at x ∈ M , or a timelike vector
at x with vava = 1, If ω is in Lβ′(x, e), β′ > 0, then

p(v, x;β′, e) ≥ vavbω
(
T ren

ab (x)
)

(37)

where

p(v, x;β′, e) =ζ(4)
6(v0)2

π2β′4 +
1
2

∣∣vavbRab

∣∣
∣∣∣
∣

1
β′2 χ0,m(β′) + c0,m

∣∣∣
∣

+ q(x, v;β′)

with v0 = va(e0)a.
(b) Let ξ be arbitrary, N ⊂ M , and let γ : [τ0, τ1] → N be an affinely parametrized

lightlike geodesic defined on a finite interval, with tangent vector field va = γ̇a.
Suppose that η is in C2

0 ((τ0, τ1)) with η ≥ 0. If ω is in Lβ′(N, e), then

p0(γ, η;β′, e) ≥
∫

η(τ)vavbω
(
T ren

ab

(
γ(τ)

))
dτ (38)
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where

p0(γ, η;β′, e) =
6ζ(4)

π2(β′)2
(
v0
[γ]

)2||η||L1 + |q0(γ, β′; η)|

with v0
[γ] = maxτ∈[τ0,τ1] γ̇a(τ)ea

0(γ(τ)).

4. Averaged null energy condition (ANEC)

In this section we derive the averaged null energy condition (ANEC) for S
(2)
N -

thermal states of the quantized linear scalar field φ on a globally hyperbolic space-
time (M, g).

The ANEC on a state ω of φ demands that

lim inf
τ±→±∞

∫ τ+

τ−

vavbω
(
T ren

ab

(
γ(τ)

))
dτ ≥ 0 (39)

for all complete lightlike geodesics γ in M with affine parameter τ and tangent
va = γ̇a. If this condition holds, and if (M, g) together with φ and ω are a solution
to the semiclassical Einstein equation in the form

Gab(x) = 8πω
(
T ren

ab (x)
)
, x ∈ M , (40)

then this implies that

lim inf
τ±→±∞

∫ τ+

τ−

vavbGab

(
γ(τ)

)
dτ ≥ 0 (41)

for all complete lightlike geodesics γ. (We address the issue for the semiclassical
Einstein equations with an additional contribution by a classical stress-energy
tensor below.) It has been shown that this weaker form of the usual pointwise
null energy condition, which demands that �a�bGab(x) ≥ 0 for all lightlike vectors
�a at each x ∈ M , is still sufficient to reach the same conclusions with respect
to singularity theorems as obtained from the pointwise null energy condition, i.e.
that congruences of geodesics will focus with expansion diverging to −∞ at finite
affine geodesic parameter [25]. The validity of (39) is therefore of importance for
the properties of the spacetime structure of solutions to the semiclassical Einstein
equations.

It has been argued in [42] that condition (39) may be replaced by the following
condition:

lim inf
λ→0

∫ ∞

−∞
ηλ(τ)vavbω

(
T ren

ab

(
γ(τ)

))
dτ ≥ 0 (42)

for any η ∈ C2
0 (R), η ≥ 0, with η(0) > 0 and ηλ(τ) = η(λτ) for λ > 0. More

precisely, in [42] it has been shown that (42) and (40) imply that the expansion
of a congruence of lightlike geodesics around γ becomes singular along γ (in the
sense of diverging to −∞ at a finite value of the affine parameter) unless it vanishes
identically on γ. (In [42] this argument is given for half-line geodesics, but it carries
over to the case at hand as will be shown in our Appendix A.)
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Now let ω ∈ S
(2)
N , and let γ be a complete lightlike geodesic in N ⊂ M with

affine parameter τ and tangent va = γ̇a. Then, from (32),

vavbω(T ren
ab ) = vavbεω

ab +
(

1
4
− ξ

)
vavb∇a∇bϑ

ω − ξvavbGabϑ
ω + vavbCab (43)

holds along γ. Therefore, positivity properties of the (integrated) energy density
vavbω(T ren

ab ) depend also on the behaviour of Gab and Cab. The sign of the term
involving Gab is not known. To circumvent this difficulty, we assume that the un-
derlying spacetime (M, g) together with φ and ω are solutions to the semiclassical
Einstein equations (40), since it is this situation in which the ANEC is applied
to deduce (41) and the ensueing statements about focussing of lightlike geodesics.
Supposing that (M, g) together with φ and ω are solutions to the semiclassical
Einstein equations, and also that ω is an S

(2)
N -thermal state, we obtain upon com-

bination of (40) and (43) the equation

vavb
[
Gab(1 + 8πξϑω) − 8πCab

]
= 8πvavb

(
εω

ab +
(

1
4
− ξ

)
∇a∇bϑ

ω

)
(44)

on N . In order to draw further conclusions, one must specify Cab. We recall that
Cab is a datum of the linear quantum field φ, a priori only restricted by the
requirement that T ren

ab be a local covariant quantum field and divergence-free, thus
Cab should be locally constructed from the spacetime metric. Following Wald [41],
one can make the assumption that Cab have canonical dimension, which leads to
the form

Cab = Agab + BGab + Γ
δ

δgab
S1(g) + D

δ

δgab
S2(g) (45)

where S1(g) =
∫

M
R2dvolg, S2(g) =

∫
M

RabR
abdvolg, and δ/δgab means functional

differentiation with respect to the metric, with constants A, B, Γ, D as remain-
ing renormalization ambiguity for the quantum field φ (see [41] for additional
discussion). For the rest of our discussion, we will simplify matters by assuming
Γ,D = 0.

Making these assumptions and observing that hence, vavbCab = BvavbGab

for all lightlike vectors va, (44) assumes on N the form

vavbGab

(
1 + 8π(ξϑω − B)

)
= 8πvavb

(
εω

ab +
(

1
4
− ξ

)
∇a∇bϑ

ω

)
. (46)

The constant B is still free, and one may now try to choose B in such a way
that (46) entails the ANEC for all lightlike geodesics in N ⊂ M and an as large
as possible class of S

(2)
N -thermal states ω. We will show that this is possible with

different conditions on B for the cases ξ = 1/4, 0 < ξ < 1/4, ξ = 0.

Theorem 4.1. Let (M, g) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime, let φ be the quantized
linear scalar field on (M, g), with parameters m, ξ,Cab, where Cab = Agab +BRab,
with real constants A,B.
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Suppose further that ω is a quasifree Hadamard state for φ, that ω ∈ S
(2)
N

for N ⊂ M , and that (M, g) together with φ and ω provides a solution to the
semiclassical Einstein equation (40).

Let γ be a complete lightlike geodesic in N with affine parameter τ and tangent
va = γ̇a, and let η ∈ C2

0 (R), η ≥ 0. Then

lim
λ→0

∫ ∞

−∞
η(λτ)vavbω

(
T ren

ab

(
γ(τ)

))
dτ ≥ 0 (47)

holds if any of the following groups of conditions is assumed:

1.) ξ = 1/4, B < 1 + 2πc0,m. In this case one even has

vavbω
(
T ren

ab (x)
)
≥ 0

pointwise for all x ∈ M and all lightlike vectors va at x.
2.) 0 < ξ < 1/4, B ≤ ξc0,m + 1/(8π),

λ ln
(
ϑω

(
γ(τ/λ)

))
→ 0 as λ → 0 for almost all τ , (48)

∫ r

s

λ
∣∣
∣ ln

(
ϑω

(
γ(τ/λ)

))∣∣
∣ dτ < k < ∞ for small λ and all s < r ∈ R . (49)

3.) ξ = 0, B < 1/8π,

λϑω
(
γ(τ/λ)

)
→ 0 as λ → 0 for almost all τ , (50)

∫ r

s

λϑω
(
γ(τ/λ)

)
dτ < K < ∞ for small λ and all s < r ∈ R . (51)

Remark. (a) If, instead of (40), the semiclassical Einstein equations are assumed
to hold in the form

Gab(x) = 8π
(
T class

ab (x) + ω
(
T ren

ab (x)
))

with a stress-energy tensor T class
ab for classical, macroscopic matter distribution,

and if it is assumed that this stress-energy tensor fulfills the pointwise null energy
condition �a�bT class

ab (x) ≥ 0 for all lightlike vectors �a at each point x ∈ M , then the
statements of the theorem remain valid with T class

ab +ω(T ren
ab ) in place of ω(T ren

ab ).
(b) Conditions (48) and (49) say, roughly speaking, that ϑω(γ(τ)) should not grow
faster than e|τ |

(1−ε)
for |τ | → ∞, while (50) and (51) say that ϑω(γ(τ)) should not

grow faster than |τ |1−ε as |τ | → ∞. Since ϑω(γ(τ)) = (β(γ(τ))−2χ0,m(β(γ(τ))) +
c0,m and since

χ0,m(β) → 1
2π2

∫ ∞

0

ρ

eρ
dρ for β → 0 ,

this means that the growth of the temperature 1/β(γ(τ)) at γ(τ) appearing in
Definition 2.3 of S

(2)
γ(τ)-thermality ω should not exceed e|τ |

(1−ε)/2
and |τ |(1−ε)/2 as

|τ | → ∞, respectively.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. 1.) If ξ = 1/4, then (46) assumes the form

vavbGab

(
1 + 8π(ϑω/4 − B)

)
= 8πvavbεω

ab . (52)

If B < 1 + 2πc0,m, then the factor 1 + 8π(ϑω/4 − B) is strictly positive, as is the
right hand side of (52). This equality holds pointwise at all x ∈ M and for all
lightlike vectors va, thus proving, in combination with the assumed property (40),
the statement of the theorem.
2.) For 0 < ξ < 1/4, B = ξc0,m + 1/(8π) − ξc, where c ≥ 0, (46) takes the form

vavbGab

(
8πξ(ϑω − c0,m + c)

)
= 8πvavbεω

ab + 8π(1/4 − ξ)vavb∇a∇bϑ
ω . (53)

Observing that vavb∇a∇bc0,m = 0, the last equation is turned into

vavbGab =
vavbεω

ab

ξ(ϑω − c0,m + c)
+

(1/4 − ξ)vavb∇a∇b(ϑω − c0,m)
ξ(ϑω − c0,m + c)

(54)

where it was used that ϑω − c0,m + c > 0. The first term on the right hand side
of (54) is positive. Upon integration against a non-negative C2

0 weighting function η
along the geodesic γ we obtain, using the abbreviation

u(τ) = ϑω
(
γ(τ)

)
− c0,m ,

the inequality
∫

η(τ)(vavbGab)
(
γ(τ)

)
dτ ≥ 1/4 − ξ

ξ

∫
η(τ)

u′′(τ)
u(τ) + c

dτ .

By partial integration,
∫

η(τ)
u′′(τ)

u(τ) + c
dτ =

∫
η(τ)

(
u′(τ)

u(τ) + c

)2

dτ +
∫

ln(u(τ) + c)η′′(τ) dτ .

Thus, since the first integral on the right hand side is non-negative, (1/4−ξ)/ξ > 0
for the ξ considered and using the monotonicity of the logarithm together with
c ≥ 0,

∫
η(λτ)(vavbGab)

(
γ(τ)

)
dτ ≥ 1/4 − ξ

ξ

∫
λ ln

(
u(τ/λ)

)
η′′(τ) dτ ,

and owing to assumptions (48) and (49), the expression on the right hand side
converges to 0 as λ → 0. Equation (47) is then again implied by the assumed
property (40).
3.) If ξ = 0, equation (46) turns into

vavbGab(1 − 8πB) = 8πvavbεω
ab +

1
4
vavb∇a∇bϑ

ω , (55)

and by the condition on B, the factor 1 − 8πB is strictly positive. Observing
again positivity of 8πvavbεω

ab, upon integration against a non-negative C2
0 weight-

ing function η along γ one obtains
∫

η(λτ)vavbGab

(
γ(τ)

)
dτ ≥ 1

4(1 − 8πB)

∫
λu(τ/λ)η′′(τ) dτ
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and the right hand side converges to 0 as λ → 0 by assumptions (50) and (51).
Again (47) is deduced from the assumed validity of (40). �

5. Generalized local thermal equilibrium states

The notion of LTE states in [9], and the related definition of S
(2)
x -thermal states,

is actually more general than the definition given in Section 2. In [9] the possibility
was considered that an LTE state ω coincides on Sx-observables not necessarily
with a thermal equilibrium state at sharp temperature in a certain Lorentz frame,
but with a mixture of such states.

In our setting, where we work with the linear scalar field, this corresponds
to a modification of Definition 2.3 as follows. As a consequence of eqn.(12), ωβe

o ,
the quasifree thermal equilibrium state with respect to the Minkowski tetrad e =
(e0, e1, e2, e3) at inverse temperature β, depends only on β = βe0. This quantity
completely parametrizes ωβe

o , so we write ωβ
o in place of ωβe

o . The vectors β take
values in V +, the set of future-directed timelike vectors in Minkowski spacetime.

Let (M, g) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime, let V +
x ⊂ TxM be the set

of future-directed timelike vectors at x ∈ M , and let ρx be a Borel measure on
V +

x supported on a compact subset Bx ⊂ V +
x , with

∫
Bx

dρx(β) = 1. Then we say
that a Hadamard state ω of the linear scalar field φ on (M, g) is a generalized
S

(2)
x -thermal state if

ω
(

: φ2 : SHP(x)
)

=
∫

Bx

ωβ
o

(
: φo

2 : (xo)
)
dρx(β) + c0,m ,

vawbω
(
ðab : φ2 : SHP(x)

)
= vμwν

∫

Bx

ωβ
o

(
ðμν : φo

2 : (xo)
)
dρ(β) + c2,mvμwνημν

holds for all (spacelike) vectors v, w ∈ TxM for some xo ∈ Mo. Making further
the assumption that F →

∫
M

∫
Bx

F (x,β)dρx(β)dvol(x), F ∈ C∞
0 (TM, C) is a

distribution (on the manifold TM), such that x →
∫

Bx
F (x,β)dρx(β) is C2, one

can define generalized S
(2)
N -thermal states in analogy to the definition of S

(2)
N -

thermal states in Section 2.
With these conventions and assumptions, the results of Theorems 3.1, 3.2

and 4.1 extend to generalized S
(2)
N -thermal states, under identical assumptions,

except that the bounds have to be corrected for the ρx-integrations. It should be
obvious how this is to be done.

6. Discussion and outlook

We have generalized the concept of local thermal equilibrium states of [9], or rather,
the concept of S

(2)
x -thermal states, to the quantized linear scalar field models on

generic globally hyperbolic spacetimes, and have shown that one can derive cer-
tain quantum energy inequalities for such states. The lower bounds appearing in
the quantum energy inequalities of local thermal equilibrium states depend only
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on the local temperature of the states, i.e. thermal function ϑω, corresponding
to the expectation value of the Wick-square in local thermal equilibrium states.
The upper bounds, instead, depend also on the local frames with respect to which
S

(2)
x -thermality is defined. In this sense, the lower bounds are stronger (have less

dependence on the states) than the upper quantum energy inequality bounds. This
is a feature also found for quantum energy inequalities of general Hadamard states
of the linear scalar fields, and has led to the proposal to consider ‘relative quan-
tum energy inequalities’ as a more general variant of quantum energy inequalities
which has the potential to be valid also in interacting quantum field theories [18].
Moreover, the quantum energy inequalities for thermal equilibrium states are local
covariant.

A major purpose of quantum energy inequalities, especially in local covariant
form, is to provide information about the structure of spacetime geometries ap-
pearing as solutions to the semiclassical Einstein equations. Quite generally, they
serve as stability conditions on quantum matter, and ensure that correspondingly
the (semiclassical) gravitational interaction is attractive, at least when averaged
over sufficiently extended spacetime regions. The averaged null energy condition
which we proved for certain values of the curvature coupling ξ and certain values
of the renormalization constants is of a similar nature. One may also take the
requirement that the ANEC should be fulfilled for suitable thermal equilibrium
states as a constraining condition on the largely free choice of renormalization
constants for the stress-energy tensor. Certainly a demand in this spirit leads to
further relations between the renormalization constants, the parameters fixing the
field model, and possibly geometrical quantities, and for this reason it is attractive
to further study quantum energy inequalities and ANEC in the context of solu-
tions to the semiclassical Einstein equations. Furthermore it might well be that
the condition of local thermality has to be strengthened by fixing some renormal-
ization freedom; in the setup chosen here this would mean imposing requirements
on Cab but as the concept of local thermality is defined with reference to the bal-
anced derivatives these requirements on Cab could then also be shifted to modified
balanced derivatives.

One important issue we haven’t addressed at all so far is the existence of
local thermal equilibrium states, or at least S

(2)
N states for subsets N in spacetime.

We have simply assumed that there are such local thermal equilibrium states to
which our results apply. The question if there are local thermal equilibrium states
in generic spacetimes is an interesting and difficult problem, for which we can’t
offer, as yet, any route to its solution. However, the existence of LTE states for the
massless and the massive Klein–Gordon fields on (parts of) Minkowski spacetime
has been established, with an interesting relation to situations resembling a big
bang scenario [8, 27].

The question if local thermal equilibrium states exist is a first step towards
the question how generic they are. One is inclined to think that within certain
time- and energy scales, local thermal equilibrium states should be the archetyp-
ical physical states in the sense that, if one is asked to randomly pick a state in
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the physical state space (of a quantum field theory), then the result would be a
local thermal equilibrium state with overwhelming likelihood. At least this is ex-
pected for interacting quantum field theories since interaction tends to equilibrate
subsystems (or degrees of freedom) of a large system. If this turned out to be
true, and if the temperature distribution of such states turned out to allow ANEC
results similar to those of Theorem 4.1, then one would be led to conclude that
(under general additional assumptions) the occurrence of singularities in solutions
to the semiclassical Einstein equations is a generic feature. It would be of utmost
interest to investigate this circle of questions further particularly in scenarios of
early cosmology.

Appendix A.

A. We will present a result on real-valued solutions θ(t) of the differential equation

θ′(t) + μθ(t)2 = −f(t) , t ∈ R , (56)

where μ > 0 and f ∈ C1(R, R), with initial condition

θ(0) = θ0 . (57)

It follows from the Picard–Lindelöf Theorem that there is an open interval (a, b)
containing 0, which may be finite, semi-finite or infinite (i.e. coinciding with R),
such that this interval is the domain of the unique, inextensible C1 solution θ
of (56) satisfying the initial condition. In this case, we call θ the maximal solution
of (56) defined by the initial condition, and refer to (a, b) as the maximal domain.

The following statement is a variation on a similar result in [42], and it uses a
very similar argument, the main difference being that the assumption (58) here
is slightly different from that in [42], where the integral is taken over a semi-axis.
Note also that our parameter λ corresponds to 1/λ in the notation of [42].

Theorem A.1. Suppose that f ∈ C1(R, R) has the property

lim inf
λ→0

∫ ∞

−∞
f(t)η(λt) dt ≥ 0 (58)

for the function η(t) = (1 − t2)4 for |t| < 1, η(t) = 0 for |t| ≥ 1.
Then either the maximal domain of θ coincides with all of the real axis and

θ(t) = 0 for all t ∈ R, or the maximal domain (a, b) of θ is a finite or semi-
finite interval. In this case, θ(t) → ∓∞ for t approaching the finite boundary at
the right/left side of the maximal domain (in the finite case this holds with the
respective sign for both boundaries). In particular, this is the case if θ(t0) �= 0 for
some t0 in the maximal domain of θ.

Proof. Consider the auxiliary differential equation

u′′(t) +
f(t)
μ

u(t) = 0 . (59)
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For the initial values u(0) = 1, u′(0) = θ0 and the given f this linear differ-
ential equation has by the Picard–Lindelöf Theorem a unique, global solution
u ∈ C2(R, R). Furthermore, this solution is nonzero in some neighbourhood of 0.
For points from this neighbourhood, one can then rewrite (59) as

d
dt

(
u′(t)
u(t)

)
+

(
u′(t)
u(t)

)2

= −f(t)
u(t)

which implies that θ̂(t) ≡ u′(μt)
u(μt) fulfills equation (56). Furthermore, θ̂ also satis-

fies the initial condition (57) and by the uniqueness part in the Picard–Lindelöf
Theorem it therefore agrees with θ. This however implies that the only way in
which θ can fail to be C1 at a boundary point c = a or c = b of a semi-finite
interval is a zero of u at μc. At this zero u′ has to differ from zero, otherwise u as a
C2-solution to (59) with initial conditions u(μc) = 0, u′(μc) = limx→μc u′(x) = 0
would be identically zero in contradiction to the initial values for u at 0. By conti-
nuity, u′ is therefore nonzero in a neighbourhood of μc, and by (56), θ(t) = u′(μt)

u(μt)

approaches the value −∞ for t → c, t < c (right boundary point) or the value +∞
for t → c, t > c (left boundary point). For proving that θ diverges at the boundary
(boundaries) of a semi-finite interval it is therefore sufficient to show that θ cannot
be continued as a C1 function beyond this boundary.

With the definition of η as above, and provided that the maximal domain
of θ coincides with all of R, one has for 0 < λ < 1,

∫ ∞

−∞
θ′(t)η(λt) dt = −

∫ ∞

−∞
θ(t)λη′(λt) dt

= 8λ

∫ 1/λ

−1/λ

θ(t)(λt)
(
1 − (λt)2

)3
dt

≥ −8λ

∫ 1/λ

−1/λ

|θ(t)|
(
1 − (λt)2

)2
dt

owing to the fact that both |λt| and |(1− (λt)2)| are bounded by 1 on the domain
of integration. Combining this with (56) and (58) leads to

lim sup
λ→0

−8λ

∫ 1/λ

−1/λ

|θ(t)|
(
1 − (λt)2

)2
dt + μ

∫ 1/λ

−1/λ

θ(t)2
(
1 − (λt)2

)4
dt ≤ 0 . (60)

Using also the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality

∫ 1/λ

−1/λ

|θ(t)|
(
1 − (λt)2

)2
dt ≤

(∫ 1/λ

−/λ

θ(t)2
(
1 − (λt)2

)4
dt

)1/2 (∫ 1/λ

−1/λ

1 dt

)1/2

,
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the estimate (60) can be replaced by

lim sup
λ→0

− 8
μ

√
2λ

(∫ 1/λ

−1/λ

θ(t)2
(
1 − (λt)2

)4
dt

)1/2

+
∫ 1/λ

−1/λ

θ(t)2
(
1 − (λt)2

)4
dt ≤ 0 , (61)

which shows that
∫ ∞
−∞ θ(t)2 dt = 0 upon using Levi’s theorem. Since θ is C1, this

implies that θ(t) = 0 for all t.
We have therefore shown that the assumption of θ being C1 on all of R

implies θ(t) = 0 for all t ∈ R; if on the other hand θ is C1 only on a maximal finite
or semi-finite interval, then by the statement in the first paragraph of the proof,
it will diverge at the finite boundaries of this interval in the indicated way. �

B. Here we will calculate the constants c0,m, c2,m that arise when defining the
Wick-square and the second balanced derivative on Minkowski spacetime using
the covariant point-split renormalization. A similar calculation can also be found
in the Appendix B of [29], the different conventions adapted here however lead to
small changes in some of the formulas appearing.

The Hadamard recursion-relations satisfied by the functions Uj in (10) read
with our sign-conventions:

−2(∇κσ)∇κU0 − (4 + ∇κ∇κσ)U0 = (∇κ∇κ + m2 + ξR)U

−2(∇κσ)∇κUj+1 + (4j −∇κ∇κσ)Uj+1 =
(∇κ∇κ + m2 + ξR)Uj

j + 1
.

For Minkowski spacetime, U is identically one, ∇κ∇κσ = −8 and the unique
solutions of the resulting recursion relations

4(x − x′)κ∇κU0 + 4U0 = m2

4(x − x′)κ∇κUj+1 + 4(2 + j)Uj+1 =
(m2 + ∇κ∇κ)Uj

j + 1
that remain bounded for x → x′ are easily calculated (e.g. using the method of
characteristics) as

Uj =
1

j!(j + 1)!

(
m2

4

)j+1

.

For non-lightlike x − x′ where Gk,ε is a regular distribution (the corresponding
function being obtained as the pointwise limit ε → 0) we have with the abbrevia-
tion (x − x′)2 := ηab(x − x′)a(x − x′)b:

G1,0(x, x′) =
1

4π2

(
1

−(x − x′)2
+

m2

4
ln

(
− (x − x′)2

) [
1 +

−m2(x − x′)2

8

])

(it will be seen in the course of the calculation, that G1,0 is actually sufficient to
calculate the second balanced derivative, one does not need G2,0). The two-point
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function Wωvac

2 of the Minkowski vacuum state ωvac for spacelike (x− x′) is given
by [3]

Wωvac

2 (x, x′) =
m

4π2

K1

(
m

√
−(x − x′)2

)

√
−(x − x′)2

and using the asymptotic expansion of the modified Bessel function K1 for small
arguments, the terms up to the order (x−x′)2 of the two-point function are given
by

Wωvac

2 (x, x′) =
1

4π2

(
1

−(x − x′)2
+

m2

4
ln

(
−m2(x − x′)2

4

)[
1 − m2

8
(x − x′)2

]

+
m2

4

[
(2γ − 1) + (2γ − 5/2)

−m2(x − x′)2

8

])

(here and in the following, x − x′ is now assumed to be spacelike). The difference
Wωvac

2 (x + ζ, x − ζ) − G1,0(x + ζ, x − ζ) to the order required for the calculation
of ω∞(: φ2 : SHP(x)) and ω∞(ðμν : φ2 : SHP(x)) is then

Wωvac

2 (x + ζ, x − ζ) − G1,0(x + ζ, x − ζ) =
m2

(4π)2

[

ln
(

m2

4

)
+ 2γ − 1

+
(

ln
(

m2

4

)
+ 2γ−5/2

)
−m2ζ2

2

]

.

With this expression one calculates

ω∞(
: φ2 : SHP(x)

)
=

m2

(4π)2

[

ln
(

e2γm2

4

)
− 1

]

=: c0,m

ω∞(
ðμν : φ2 : SHP(x)

)
= − m4

(4π)2

[

ln
(

e2γm2

4

)
− 5

2

]

ημν =: c2,mημν

and from this one reads of the equations (18) and (19).
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